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Abstract 

In the present paper, two combinatorial methods which approximate solutions of the 
nonlinear complementarity problem are given, and then one of them is applied to several 
problems in fixed point theory, mathematical programming and game theory. 

Introduction 

For a given continuous function f from the ~-dimensional Euclidean space, Rfl 
into itself, the problem of finding an xERfl such that 

x~O, f(x)~O and xi -fi(x) =0 (i = 1, 2, · · ·, J3) 

is known as the complementarity problem (abbreviated by the CP), where Xi and 
fi(x) denote the i-th components of x and f(x), respectively. If f is linear, piecewise 
linear or nonlinear, the problem is said to be linear, piecewise linear or nonlinear, 
respectively. The CP is closely connected with mathematical programming, game 
theory, economic equilibrium theory and fixed point theory; the studies of the CP 
brought about many fruitful results in such theories. 

The linear CP was first studied by DANTZIG and CoTTLE (1967) in the field of ma
thematical programming. They called attention to the fact that the KuHN-TucKER 
stationary condition corresponding to a quadratic programming problem becomes 
the linear CP, and provided an algorithm for solving the linear CP, which was 
referred to as the principal pivoting method; the algorithm solves convex quadratic 
programming problems. 

Another algorithm for the linear CP is LEMKE's algorithm which was originally 
developed for finding Nash equilibrium points for bimatrix games (LEMKE and 
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HowsoN (1964)), and later extended to general linear complementarity problems 
(LEMKE (1965)). Under certain conditions (see, for example, CoTTLE and DANTZIG 
(1968), EAVES (1971-b) and SAIGAL (1972)), LEMKE's algorithm either computes a solu
tion of the CP or shows that the problem has no solution. LEMKE's algorithm has 
several applications in linear programming (RAVINDRAN (1970)), quadratic pro
gramming (EAvEs (1971-c)), noncooperative games (WILSON (1971)), RosENMOLLER 
(1971) ), etc. 

Since LEMKE's algorithm appeared, a lot of combinatorial methods have been 
developed. By combining LEMKE's idea and the notion of primitive sets, ScARF 
(1967-a) established an algorithm for finding an equilibrium point of the balanced 
cooperative game. His algorithm was later applied to mathematical programming, 
fixed point theory and economic equilibrium theory (SCARF (1967-b) and ScARF 
and HANSEN (1969)). It is noteworthy that he first gave a constructive proof of 
the BRouwER fixed point theorem by using his algorithm. Kt'HN (1968) made the 
essential structure of ScARF's algorithm clear, and introduce the notion of simpli
cial subdivisions into the combinatorial methods. The notion was succeeded by 
EAvEs. He showed an algorithm for approximating KAKUTANI fixed points (1971-a). 
Roughly speaking, these fixed point algorithms work as follows. First, the original 
problem is approximated by a fixed point problem with a continuous piecewise 
linear function. The simplicial subdivision plays a main role in the approximation 
process. Then a combinatorial iteration procedure computes in a finite number of 
steps a fixed point of the approximate problem. One defect of the above process 
is that to get a better approximate fixed point of the original problem the combi
natorial iteration procedure to the approximate problem with higher accuracy is 
entirely repeated. In other words, the information which is obtained in computa
tion of an approximate fixed point is not used to compute approximate fixed point 
with higher accuracy. EAVES (1972-b) solved this difficulty by introducing a sim
plicial subdivision with a special structure; the algorithm provided in EAVES (1972-
b) generates an infinite sequence of approximate fixed points which, by itself, con
verges to an exact fixed point. Further, EAvEs and SAIGAL (1972) extend the result 
to fixed point problems on unbounded regions. 

There are some extentions of LEMKE's algorithm to certain classes of piecewise 
linear functions. The first one is due to ScARF (1966). He gave an algorithm for 
a class of concave piecewise liner functions. CoTTLE and DANTZIG (1970) dealt with 
a class of convex piecewise linear functions. These two classes were unified by 
SEKINE, NISHINO and the author (1973). They showed that LEMKE's algorithm can 
be so extended as to be applicable to a general class of piecewise linear functions. 
The class includes the above two classes as a special case. Theoretically, any conti
nuous function can be approximated by some functions of the class. This implies 
that their algorithm can be used to compute approximate solutions of the nonlinear 
CP. The practical application of their algorithm to the nonlinear CP, however, has 
not been done yet. 

Some sufficient conditions for the nonlinear CP to have a solution were given 
by some authors. CoTTLE (1966) showed the existence of a solution when f is 
continuously differentiable and has positively bounded JACOBIAN matrix. This fact 
was proved by using the idea of the principal pivoting method; but solutions can 
not be calculated by the method unless f is linear. 
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KARAMARDIAN (1969 and 1972) pointed out that under certain restrictions on f 
the nonlinear CP is replaced by the KAKUTANI fixed point problem. EAVES (1971-d) 
established a basic theorem on the nonlinear CP, and derived a sufficient condition 
for the CP to have a solution from it. The condition is weaker than some of the 
restrictions which KARAMARDIAN imposed on f. The basic theorem was proved by 
the BROWDER fixed point theorem. The above results suggest that the algorithms 
developed for fixed point problems can also be used for computing solutions of the 
nonlinear CP. 

The main purpose of this paper is to provide two kinds of computational methods 
for the nonlinear CP. Under a modification of the sufficient condition assumed in 
EAVES (1971-d), each of the methods generates an infinite sequence of approximate 
solution of the nonlinear CP. 

This paper consists of five chapters. Chap. 1 furnishes the mathematical back
ground for the subsequent chapters. This is done by pointing out a common 
structure of the combinatorial methods and presenting some mathematical notions. 

In Chap. 2 we deal with relations between the CP and the fixed point theorem. 
First, the basic theorem by EAVES (1971-d) is briefly explained. Then a computa
tional method for solving the nonlinear CP is given. The method is a modification 
of the fixed point algorithm developed by EAvEs and SAIGAL (1972). 

Chap. 3 is devoted to another computational method, which is based on the 
simplicial subdivision with the special structure used in EAVES and SAIGAL and 
the extended LEMKE's method by SEKINE, NISHINO and the author (1973). 

In Chap. 4, the algorithm provided in Chap. 3 is applied to several problems 
arising in fixed point theory, mathematical programming and game theory. The 
most important application is the one for a balanced cooperative game. The author's 
method for approximating points of the core of the game is more efficient than the 
existing method which was provided by ScARF (1967 -a). 

In Chap. 5, several computational methods for solving the nonlinear CP are 
compared. It is shown that the method given in Chap. 3 solves the nonlinear CP 
for which the other methods are applicable, and that it is characterized by some 
features which increase computational efficiency; a numerical example illustrates 
the effectiveness of the features. 

Notations 

R denotes the set of real numbers, and Rm <n the set of m X n matrices with 
real components. We use Rlxn and grn 1 to denote the sets of row and column 
vectors, respectively. For AERno n, iF denote the transpose of A. By Ai. and 
A.j we denote the i-th row and j-th column of AERm>n, respectively. If it is un
necessary to distinguish between a row and a column vector, we use Rm. For 
x, x' E R"\ Xi denotes the i-th component of x, (x, x') the Euclidean inner product of 
x and x', and llxll the Euclidean norm of x. By E and e, we denote any identity 
matrix and any vector with all components unity, respectively; their size follows 
from the context. R": denotes the nonnegative orthant of Rm, {xERm: x;::o;O}. For 
each CcRm, co C denotes the convex hull of the set C, ICI the number of elements 
contained in the set C, and diam C the nonnnegative number sup { llx- x' II : x, x' EC}. 
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Chap. 1. Mathematical background 

We can convert the CP into a minimization problem (abbreviated by the MP 
(3 

in the following): Minimize g(x) = L: xdi(x) subject to x~ 0 and f(x) ~ 0. If the CP 
i=l 

has a solution x, it is a global minimum solution of the MP such that g(x)=O. 
Conversely, if the CP has no solution then the MP has either no global minimum 
solution or a global minimum solution x such that g(x) >0. However, any local 
(but not global) minimum solution of the MP is of no value to the CP. This is 
the reason why usual iteration procedure for nonlinear programming such as the 
gradient projection method and the feasible direction method are not suitable for 
the CP. A common property of them is that they intend to decrease the value of 
the objective function at each iteration step. When we apply them to nonlinear 
programming, it happens that though the value of the objective function decreases 
at each step the global minimum can not be obtained. 

While, the algorithms which will be described in Chap. 2 and Chap. 3 are es
sentially different from such iteration techniques. They have the same structure 
as the combinatorial methods which have been mentioned in Introduction. The 
outline of our algorithms is as follows. First, we construct a nonlinear system 
corresponding to the CP; each solution with a specified property to the nonlinear 
system is a solution to the CP. Second, by using a simplicial subdivision, we ap
proximate the nonlinear system by a linear inequality system. In this process, 
lexicographical ordering is introduced into the linear inequality system to avoid 
degeneracy ; such a linear system is said to be a lexica inequality system. Third, 
we make a graph with a special structure. Each node of the graph is associated 
with a basic solution to the lexica inequality system. Fourth, we choose an initial 
node of the graph. Fifth, starting from the initial node of the graph, we obtain a 
sequence of nodes along edges of the graph. The sequence corresponds to a sequence 
of approximate solutions of the CP, which converges to a solution of the CP. 

In Chap. 1 we give some definitions and properties about lexica inequality sys
tems, simplicial subdivisions and graphs. Proofs of lemmas are omitted here. 

§1. Lexico inequality systems 

We say that cER1
xrn is lexica positive if ci•>O and lexica nonnegative if ci.~0. 

where j*=min {j: ci=FO or j=m}. We write these as c>O and c2:;0, respectively. 
By C2:;0, where CERnxrn, we mean Ci.2:;0 for i=1, 2, · · ·, n. Let K be a set of 
countable elements. Let L( ·) be a fixed function from K into Rnd, and QERnxrn a 
fixed matrix. Consider the following lexica inequality system : 

(1-1) 2:: L(i)X(i)=Q and X(i) 2:; 0 (iEK), 
iEK 

where X(·) is an unknown function from K into R 1 xrn. For each solution X of 
(1-1), let /(X) denote the set {iEK: X(i)>O}. 

(1-2) Definition: A solution X of (1-1) uses a column L(i) if iE/(X). A solution 
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X is basic if {L(i): iEl(X)} is linearly independent, and nondegenerate basic if 
{L(i): iE/(X)} forms a basis of Rnx 1

• The lexico inequality system (1-1) is non
degenerate if every solution uses at least n columns; if rank Q=n then (1-1) is 
trivially nondegenerate. 

Let X be a nondegenerate basic solution of (1-1), /(X)={it, iz, ···,in} and rEK
l(X). Since {L(i1), L(i2 ), • • ·, L(in)} forms a basis of Rnxt, there exist some real 
numbers J.(ii) (j=l, 2, · · ·, n) which are uniquely determined by the linear equation 

n 

(1-3) 2:: J.(i1)L(ii) =L(r). 
j=l 

(1-4) Lemma: There is a basic solution which uses the column L(r) and a sub
set of {L(i1), L(iz), · · ·, L(in)} if and only if ).(ii)>O for some j in (1-3). 

§2. Simplicial subdivisions 

Let e, e, · · ·, e be points of the m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm, and a= 

{~0 ,~ 1 , ···,e}. If the set {(~t)ER7n 11 :i=O,l, ···,k} is linearly independent, a is 

said to be (k-)simplex. The nonnegative number k is the dimension of a, and we 
write dim a=k. Let S be a collection of simplices satisfying the following: 

(2-1) Condition: 
(a) If aES and qr:Fa' ca then a' ES. 
(b) If a,a'ES then coancoa'=co{ana'}. 
(c) For every bounded set U c Rm, the n urn ber of a E S such that U n co a* fjJ is 

finite. 
Such a S is said to be a simplicial complex. The dimension of S, denoted by 

dimS, is the maximal dimension of aES. For k=O, 1, ···,dimS, let Sk={aES: 
dim a=k}. If C= U {co a: aES}, where C is a subset of Rm, then S is said to be a 
simplicial subdivision of C. For the remainder of this paper, S denotes a simplicial 
subdivision of Ra X [0, oo ), where a is an integer included in {1, 2, · · ·, p}. Let L1 = 
aEE: a eRa X {0}}. 

(2-2) Lemma: 
(a) dim E=a+l. 
(b) .:1 is a simplicial complex, and a simplicial subdivision of Ra x {0}. The dimen

sion of L1 is a. 

(c) Suppose that aEE. Then the collection {aES a-+ 1 : aca} consists of two (a+ I)
simplices if a$Ll, and one (a+l)-simplex if aELl. 

(d) If aELla-1 then the collection {aELla: aca} consists of two a-simplices. 

Furthermore, we impose the following condition on S. 

(2-3) Condition: 
(a) diam cjJt(a)<c.* for every aES, where cjJt(~h~z. · · ·,~a,~aH)=(~t,~z, ···,~a) for 

every (~1, ~z, ···,~a, ~""1)ER" 11 and c.* is a given positive number. 
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(b) For each infinite sequence {aP:P=1,2, · .. }, if limmin¢z(aP)=+cx:> then lim 
~00 ~00 

diam¢1(aP)=O, where ¢2(~ 1 , .... ~"'~"' 1 )=~1l-1 for every(~~, .... ~"'~" 1)ER"r-1. 

EAvEs (1972-b) provided two kinds of simplicial subdivisions, K1 and Kz of 
a+l 

{xER~-t-1: L: Xi=1}x[O, ex:>) which satisfy the above condition. They were later ex-
i=l 

tended by EAVES and SAIGAL (1972) to the simplicial subdivision of Rrr X [0, ex:>) ; one 
of them uses a structure of KI> and another Kz. 

Since d is a simplicial subdivision of R" X {0}, there is an a-simplex a0 such 
that (0, O)Eco a0

• There exist nonnegative numbers 2(~) (~Ea0 ) which are uniquely 
determined by 

(2-4) 0= L: ¢1(~),{(~) and 1= L: 2(~) 
€Ea0 ~EaO 

Choose ~0 Ea0 such that 2(~0)>0, and let {; 1 ,~2 , • • ·,~"}=a0 -{;0 }. Then the aXa 

matrix 

in nonsingular. Now define 

(2-6-a) A(~0)=(2(~0 ), O)ERixCl 1") and A(~i)=(i.(~i), Ei.)ER1
x<I '") (i=1, 2, ···,a) 

Then for a=a0
, [A(~)(~Ea0 )] is a solution of the lexice inequality system 

(2-7-a) and A(~) 2:0 (~Ea) 

It follows from Condition (2-1) that for any aE.d such that a:'tc-a0 (2-7-a) has no 
solution. 

§3. The graph principle 

A graph G is a pair of two sets, N(G) and E(G) satisfying the following con
dition: 

(3-1) Condition: 
(a) N(G) is a nonempty set of at most countable elements. 
(b) E(G) is a subset of {{w, w'}: w, w' EN( G) and (I) :'tc-w'}. 

wEN(G) is said to be a node of G, and {w, w'}EE(G) an edge of G. When N(G) 
is finite, we call G a finite graph, and otherwise an infinite graph. If {w, w'}EE(G), 
two nodes w and w' are said to be adjacent. The number of nodes which are ad
jacent to a node w is said to be the degree of w, and is denoted by deg uJ. The 
following iteration procedure can be applied to any pair (G, w 0

), where G is a graph 
and lo

0 EN(G). 

(3-2) Iteration procedure: 
( i) Let w1 =w0 and P=l. 
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(ii) If there is a node w different from wP-l and adjacent to wP, let wPti=w. Other
wise stop. 

(iii) Increase p by 1 and return to (ii). 

But the generated sequence wl, w2
, • • • by the iteration is not necessarily unique. 

Now we consider the class of graphs satisfying the following condition : 

(3-3) Condition: 
(a) There is a node w0 EN(G) such that deg w0 =0 or 1. 
(b) deg w=O, 1 or 2 for each wEN(G). 

(3-4) Graph principle: When a graph G satisfies Condition (3-3) Iteration proce
dure (3-2) uniquely generates a finite sequence of distinct nodes wi, w2

, • • •• Sup
pose that the sequence is a finite sequence wl,w\ · · ·,wr. If w 1 =wr then degw0 =0, 
and otherwise deg w0 = deg wr = 1. 

Chap. 2. Relations between the CP and the fixed point theorem 

This chapter consists of §4, §5 and §6. In §4 we briefly review the basic theo
rem of the CP (EA YES (1971-d)), from which the author derives a sufficient con
dition for the CP to have a solution. This condition is slightly weaker than that 
which EAVES himself provided as a corollary of the basic theorem. In §5 and §6 
we describe a computational method for the nonlinear CP. 

§4 EAvEs's basic theorem of the complementarity problem 

Let C be a convex subset of Rf3. If xeR/3 satisfies 

(4-1) xEC and (x' -x,f(x))?::O for every x' EC, 

xis said to be a stationary point of the pair(/, C). Let DP={xeR!: (d, x)~p}, where 
dER3 is positive and p is a nonnegative number. Define the upper semicontinuous 
pJint to set function 1'( · ; p), with a parameter pER;, from R/3 into the class of 
compact convex polyhedra of R! as follows: 

(4-2) f'(x; p) = {uEDP: (u,f(x)) =min (v,f(x))} 
1•EDp 

Then the following three are equivalent: 
( i) xeR/3 is a stationary point of the pair (/, Dp). 

( ii ) xE r(x ; p ). 
(iii) There is an XoER such that 

for each xeRfJ. 

(4-3) 
Xo?::O, x~O,f(x)+dxo~O, p-(d, x)?::O. 

(x,f(x)+dxo)=O and Xo(p-(d, x))=O. 

EA YES (1971-d) established the following basic theorem by using the Browder 
fixed point theorem, and gave a sufficient condition for the CP to have a solution 
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as an application of it. We say that a bounded set B c R!- D separates D from 
CX) if each unbounded closed connected set in R~ that meets D also meets B. 

(4-4) Theorem: (EAvEs (1971-d)). There exists a closed connected subset S of R': 
such that 
(a) xEl'(x; p) for each xES and p=(x, d), 
(b) for each p~O there is an xES n T'(x; p). 

(4-5) Corollary: (EAvEs (1971-d)). Suppose that BcR!-DP separates DP (for some 
p::c;O) from CX) and that for each xEB there is an xEDp for which (x-x,/(x))~O. 

Then the complementarity problem has a solution. 

Now the author shows that the CP has a solution under a weaker sufficient 
condition than that of Corollary ( 4-5). The idea for the proof is the same as 
Corollary (4-5), and the proof is omitted. 

(4-6) Corollary: Suppose that BcR!- {0} separates the ongm {0} from CX) and 
that for each xEB there is an xER! for which (x-x, d)<O and (x-x,f(x))~O. 
Then the CP has a solution. 

§5. The graph F 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to g1vmg a computational method 
for solving the nonlinear CP, which is based on the fixed point algorithm developed 
by EAVES and SAIGAL (1972). For this purpose, we impose the following condition 
on the function f. 

(5-1) Condition: Let dERil be a positive vector. A compact set BcR'~-{0} 

separates the origin from OJ, and for each xEB there is an xER! such that (x-x, 

d)<O and (x-x,f(x))<O. 

This condition is stronger than that of Corollary ( 4-6). Hence the CP has a 
solution. The following lemma is easily verified. 

(5-2) Lemma: J'(x;p)=p·l'(x;1) for all p~O. For each xER3 there is an c>O 
such that /'(x'; p)c J'(x; p) for all x' EB,(x) and all p~O. 

(5-3) Lemma: There is an c*>O such that if CcRfl,CnB*~) and diam C<c* 
then {co C} n [co {I'( X; p): p~O, XEC}] =rp. 

Proof. Let xEB. Assume that xE/'(.r; p) for some p~O. Choose :x:ER~- such 
that x and x satisfy the two inequalities of Condition (5-1). Since (4-3) holds for 
the x, we see O~(x, f(x)+dxo)=(x-x, f(x)+dxo)<(x-x, d)xo~O. This is a con
tradiction. Thus we have shown x$T'(x; p) for any p~O, or equivalently x$ U /'(x; 

p;;:;o 
p) =up· I'(x; 1) (the last equality follows from Lemma (5-2)). Since Up· f'(x; 1) is 

p;;:;o p;;:;o 
a closed convex set, there is an c1 satisfying B,

1
(x) n [co{/'(x; p): p~O}] =cp. By 

Lemma (5-2), we also have an c2 >0 such that 

co {I '(x'; p): p~O} ceo {l'(x; p): p~O} for all x' EB,
2
(x). 
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Hence, by defining s=min {c1, cz}, we obtain 

B,(x) n [co {l'(x'; p): p~O, x' EB,(x)}] =¢. 

By the above argument, for each xE B there is an s(x) such that 

B,c.J:)(x) n [co {J'(x'; p): p~O, x' EB,cxJ(x)}] =¢. 

Since every covering of a compact set by open sets contains a finite covering (Borel
Lebesgue Theorem), we can find x1, x2

, • • ·, xkEB such that 

Be U {B,cxiJ(xi): j = 1, 2, · · ·, k}. 
2--

Let s*=min { s(~i) :j=1,2, ···,k}. Suppose that CnB-::F¢ and diamC<s*. Then 

CcB,cxh(xi) for some xi, hence Cn [co {T(x'; p): p~O, x'EC}]=¢. Q.E.D. 

In what follows, we shall assume that the simplicial subdivision S of R/3 X [0, oo) 
satisfies Condition (2-3) for the s* whose existence has been ensured by the above 
lemma. Let p f =max {<x, d) : xEB}. For a given fixed number p* > p f, define 8( ·) : 
[0, oo)-[0, p*] such that O(p)=min {p, p*} for each p~O. Furthermore, define u( ·): 
Eo-R! as follows. For each ~EBo, we first find the smallest index i* such that 

/_i_(<P_A~)) > /i•(¢1(~)) 
di ~ di. for i = 1, 2, · · ·, f3. 

If fi•(¢1(~))/di.~O then let u(~)=O. and otherwise let u(~)i•=0(¢2(~))/di. and u(~)i=O 

for any i-::Fi*. It is obvious that u(~)El'(¢1(~); 8(</Jz(~))). Let g( ·) be a function from 
S 0 into RC/3 f 

1) x 1 of the form 

g(~) = [ u(~) ~ ¢1(~)] for each ~ESo. 

Let ;l 0(~)=A(~) for ~Ea0 and A0(~)=0 for ~$a0 , where A(~)(~Ea0 ) are defined by (2-6-{3). 
Then A0 is a solution of the following lexico inequality system: 

(5-4) ~ g(~)A(~)=Q and A(~)~O 
~EEo 

where 

and (/J is defined by (2-5-p). For a solution A of (5-4), let r-(A) denote the set 
{~ESo: A(~)>O}. Now we are in position to construct a graph F; N(F) consists of 
basic solutions of (5-4) such that r-(A)E£13 , and E(F)={{A,A'}:A-::F!l',r-(A)Ur-(A')ES13 !-l}. 

Then the following lemma holds. 

(5-5) Lemma: 
(a) . If AEN(F) and r-(A)ELI then A=A0 EN(F). 
(b) deg A0 =1. If AEN(F) and r-(A)$L1 then deg A=2. 

Proof. (a) Suppose that AEN(F) and r-(A)ELI. Then </Jz(~)=O for each ~Er-(11), 
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which implies I'(</h(t;); O(¢z(t;)))={0} for each t;E-r(A). Hence A satisfies (2-7--r(A)), 
and -r(A)=a0

• Thus 11=/1°. 
(b) Let AEN(F) and {-r(A), ~}ES~+ 1 . Since {g(t;): t;E-r(!l)} forms a basis of Rc~ 11) AI, 

there are p.(t;) (t;E-r(A)) which are uniquely determined by the equation I: g(t;)p.(t;) = 
cEr(A) 

g(~). It follows from the (p + 1)-th row of the equation that at least one fL(t;) must 
be positive. Hence, by Lemma (1-4), there is a basic solution l which uses g(~) 
and a subset of {g(t;): t;E:-(.1)}. Since -r(A)EE~ and -r(J) U -r(i)={-r(.,l), ~}EE~. 1, ii EN(F) 
is adjacent to A. While, if :-(,1)$.1 then there are exactly two ~ such that {-r(:l), ~} E3 fl 11 

and otherwise one. Thus the desired result holds. 

§6. A computational method based on the fixed point algorithm 

Now we describe one of the computational methods which we propose in this 
thesis. 

(6-1) Algorithm: 
( i) Let P=1 and ;Jl(t;)=A0(t;) (t;ES). 
(ii) Find ~EBo such that {-r(;lP),~}EEfl 11 and ~$:-(;iP- 1 ). Compute g(~). Let J1P 11 be 

a basic solution of (5-4) which uses g(~) and a subset of {g(t;): f;E-r(AP)}. 
(iii) Increase p by 1 and return to (ii). 

The algorithm is a unique application of Iteration procedure (3-2) to the pair 
(F, /1°) ; the validity of the application has been ensured by the discussion in the 
preceding section. As the consequence of the above algorithm, an infinite sequence 
of distinct basic solutions A\ l1 2

, • • • is obtained. For P= 1, 2, · · ·, let 

(6-2) and 

Then, for P=1,2, ···, 

and 

(6-4) Theorem: Let S* be the set of all cluster points of the sequence {xP}, then 
(a) {xP}cDpH 
(b) S* is a nonempty subset of solutions of the CP. 

Proof. (a) Assume to the contrary that xr$Dp+ for some r. Let 

T=[~: co {xP, xP+ 1
}] U {xr +td: t~O}. 

Then T is unbounded, closed and connected, so that there is an xE Tn B. But 
{xr +td: t~O} n B=¢. Hence XECO {xq, xq+ 1} n B for some q. Let a=-r(!lq) u -r(J1H1). 
Then xEco{¢1(a)}nB. We also see that diam¢1(a)<c*. We can therefore apply 
Lemma (5-3) so that 

hence 

10 
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This contradicts (6-3). Thus we have shown (a). 
(b) Let xES*. Then a subsequence of {xP} converges to x. For simplicity of 
notations, we assume that the sequence {xP} itself converges to x. It follows from 
xPEcjh(r(JlP)) n Dr+ -Jrcp for P= 1, 2, · · · and Condition (2-1-c) that 

(6-5) lim min c/J2(r-(!lP))= +oo. 
p~~~= 

Hence, by Condition (2-3-b), 

(6-6) lim diam cf;I(r-(AP))=O. 
p-~oo 

(6-5) implies that min cj12(r-('1P))>p* for all p~r and some r. Hence, we have from 
(6-3) that 

(6-7) for all ~E U {z-(!lP) :p~r}. 

On the other hand, by Lemma (5-2), we can find a positive number s such that 

(6-8) T'(x' ; p*) c T'(x ; p*) for all x' EB,(x). 

The relation (6-6) together with lim xP=x implies that there is a positive integer 
p~cc 

q~r for which cfJt(~)EB,(x) for all ~Er-(JlP) and all p~q. By (6-7) and (6-8) we 
obtain u(~)ET'(x; p*) for all ~Er-(!lP) and all p~q. Since T'(x; p*) is convex, we see 
co {u(r-(AP))}cT'(x; p*) for all p~q. By recalling (6-3), we see xPET'(x; p*) for all 
p~q. Since l'(x; p*) is closed, we obtain xET'(x; p*). But (x, d)< p*. Thus x is 
a solution of the CP (see (i), (ii) and (iii) in §4). Q.E.D. 

Finally, we evaluate the accuracy of an approximate solution xP in terms of 
diam ¢t(r-(J1P)). Suppose that the sequence {xP} defined by (6-2) converges to a 
solution of the CP. As stated in the above proof, there is a positive integer r 
satisfying ¢2(r-(AP))>p* for all p~r; hence (6-7) holds. Let p~r be fixed. Now 
we show that f(¢t(~)) ~0 for some ~Ez-(;JP). Assume to the contrary that f(¢t(~)) :t 0 
for any ~Er-(AP). Then, by the construction of u(~), we see that (u(~), d)=p* for 
all ~Er-(JlP). It follows from (6-3) that (xP, d)= p*, which contradicts Theorem (6-4). 
Thus we have obtained that 

(6-9) for some ~Er-(AP). 

Suppose that ~k >0 for some kE{1, 2, · · ·, 13} and all ~Er-(AP). Then, by (6-3), we can 
find ~Er-(AP) such that u(~)k>O. By the construction of u(~), fk(cfJt(~)) must be 
negative. Thus we have shown that 

(6-10) for some ~Er-(AP), if ~k>O for all ~Er-(!lP) 

It follows from (6-9), (6-10) and xPE¢t(r-(J1P)) n R! =t¢ that for each xEcfJt(r-(AP)) n R! 
and i=1, 2, · · ·, p 

fi(x)~fi(x)-/i(¢t(~)) for some ~Er(AP) 

(6-11) and 

fi(X) -;:;_ji(X)-/i(¢t(~)) 

11 
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The right hand side of the last two inequalities is approximately zero if diam ¢1(r(J1P)) 
is sufficiently small. Thus each xE¢1(r(!F)) n R! can be regarded as an approximate 
solution of the CP. Furthermore, iff is continuously differentiable each xE¢1(r(AP)) n 
Rfif- satisfies that 

(6-12) 

/i(x) > -l.li diam <;'JI(r(/IP)) (i = 1, 2, · .. , p) 

and 

where l.ii=max {<17/i(x'),y'): x'EDr*• IIY'II =1}. The above relation gives an accuracy 
of the approximate solution x in terms of diam ¢1(r(JJP)). 

Chap. 3. An extention of LEMKE's method 

Throughout this part we deal with the CP which has a function of the form 

fJ 
h(xlo Xz, · · ·, Xa)+ I: A.iXi+b 

i=ai-1 

where h( ·): R"~Rfixl is a nonlinear function, A.iERflxl (i=a+1, · · ·, m and bERfl" 1
• 

In the case a=O the CP under consideration is linear and the algorithm given in 
§7 and §8 coincides with LEMKE's algorithm for the linear CP. For any rE{a, a+ 
1, · · ·, p}, we can use a simplicial subdivision of Rr x [0, co) in the algorithm. But 
in view of practical computation, r=a is the best. 

§7. The graph H 

Let S be a simplicial subdivision of R" x [0, co) satisfying Condition (2-3). Let 

and 

W0(~)=(0, 0)ER1 x(l+"+fJ) (~$a0), 

where r/1 is defined by (2-5-a) and A(~) by (2-6-a). Let dER! satisfy 

(7-1) 

Define 

12 
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Now consider the following lexico inequality system. 

L; L(~) W(~)+MX+NY=Q 
<EEo 

(7-2) 
W(~)2:0 (~EE0 ), X2:0, Y2:0, 

where 

(~EEo), 

[

Xo.] X= : E RCl I p) X (1 'a I p) 

X.a. 

are unknown variable matrices. Every solution of (7-2) is denoted by a triplet 
(W, X, Y). Let us introduce some new symbols. For each solution (W, X, Y) of (7-2) 
we define r(W)={~EEo· W(~)>O},/(X)={i:Xi.>O},](Y)={.j: Yj·>O} and 1J(W,X, Y)= 
{L(~):~Er(W)}U{M.i:iEl(X)}U{N.j:jE](Y)}. We are interested in solutions (W,X, Y) 
satisfying 

(7-3) r(W)=a for some aEJ and /(X) nJ( Y)=¢ 

or 

(7-4) r(W)=a for some aEE,O$l(X) and /(X)n](Y)=¢. 

Let Q 1 denote the set of all solutions satisfying (7-3), and Q2
, (7-4). Every 

( W, X, Y)E!Jl U .(J2 is said to be a complementary solution of (7-2). Now we are 
in position to construct the graph H; N(H) and E(H) are defined as follows : 

N(H)={ W, X, Y): complementary basic solutions of (7-2)}, 

E(H)={{(W,X, Y),(W,X, Y}: 

13 
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(W, X, Y), (W, X, Y)EN(H) and 

(1-A)(W,X, Y)+A(W,X,Y)E!PUfJ2-N(H) for all AE(0,1)}. 

The graph His completely determined by h(·):RtJ----+RtJ,A.iER" 1 (i=a+1, ···,(j), 

bERt'x 1
, dERfJxi and S. The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that 

the graph H satisfies Condition (3-3-b). 

(7-5) Lemma: If ( W, X, Y)EN(H) n !J1 then exactly one of the three cases (a), (b) 
and (c) occurs, and if ( W, X, Y)EN(H) n [J2 then exactly one of the three cases (a), 
(d) and (e) occurs, where 
(a) c( W)E .da and I( X) U]( Y) = {1, 2, · · ·, (9}, 
(b) :-(W)E.1" and l(X)U](Y)={0,1,2, ···,~}-{i*} for some i*=FO, 
(c) :-(W)ELia-1 and l(X)U](Y)={0,1,2, ···, 19}, 
(d) :-(W)ES"-J and l(X)U](Y)={1,2, ···, 19}, 
(e) c(W)EEafl and l(X)U](Y)={1,2, ···, 19}-{i*} for some i*=FO. 

Proof. If (W,X, Y)EN(H), then it follows from rank Q=1+a+J3 that lr(W)I+ 
ll(X)i+IJ(Y)I=1+a+ 19. We first consider the case that (W,X, Y)EN(H)nQ 1

• 

Since l(X)n](Y)=9), the relation II(X)i+lf(Y)I~p+1 must holds. Hence lr(W)i~a. 
On the other hand, by r(W)EJ and dimLI=a, we see lr(W)i~a+l. Thus il(X)I+ 
if(Y)i=ft or ;3+1. If ll(X)i+IJ(Y)I=p, either (a) or (b) occurs, and otherwise (c). 

Suppose that ( W, X, Y)EN(H) n fJ2. It follows from l(X) n]( Y)=¢ and OE$l(X) 
that II(X)I +If( Y)i ~ 13, which implies that lr( W)l ~a+ 1. While, by r( W)ES and 
dimS=a+1, we see lr(W)I~a+2 Hence, lr(W)i=a+1 or a+2 If l-r(W)I=a+1 
then either (a) or (d) occurs, and otherwise (e). Q.E.D. 

For each ( W, X, Y)EN(l!), define the set 

((W,X, Y)= 

r {M.o} U {L(~): {r( vV), ~}ESall} if (a), 
II 

i {M.i.} U {N.i.} if (b) or (e), 

j {L(~): {r( W), ~}ELla} if (c), 

1 {L(~): {r( W), ~}ES" d if (d) 

The following lemma follows from Lemma (2-2). 

(7-6) Lemma: For every (W,X, Y)EN(H),((W,X, Y) has two elements. 

(7-7) Lemma: ( W, X, Y)EN(H) and ( W, X, Y)EN(H) are adjacent if and only if 
r;(W, X, Y) contains one element of ((W, X, Y) and a+p elements of r;(W, X, Y). 

Proof. Suppose that r;( W, X, Y) contains KE~( W, X, Y) and a+ 13 elements of 
r;( W, X, Y). For each AE(O, 1), let 

(7-8) W-'=(1-A) W+AW, X-'=(1-A)X+AX and Y-'=(1-A) Y +AY 

Then we see 

(7-9) r;OV',X",Y")=r;(W,X,Y)UK forevery AE(0,1). 

14 
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This implies (W',X', Y')EfJlU[J2-N(H) for every AE(O,l). Thus (W,X, Y) and 
(W, X, Y) are adjacent. 

Conversely, suppose that ( W, X, Y)EN(H) and (W, X, Y)EN(H) are adjacent. 
By defining W', X' and Y' by (7 -8), we obtain 

r;( W', X', Y') = r;( W, X, Y) u r;(W, X, Y) for every AE (0, 1). 

Since ( W', X', Y')E[Jl u [J2- N(H), we see 

r;(W, X, Y)Ur;(W, X, Y)=r;(W, X, Y)UK for some KE(( W, X, Y). Q.E.D. 

(7-10) Lemma: For a given (W,X, Y)EN(H) and KE((W,X, Y), there is no 
(W, X, Y)EN(H) which is adjacent to ( W, X, Y) and uses K if and only if a unique 
solution [A(~)(~Er( W)), f-li(iEl(X)), v1(jE]( Y))] of the linear equation 

(7 -11) I: A(~)L(~)+ I: f-liMi+ I: VjN·j=K 
~Er( IV) iEl(X) jEJ(Y) 

has no positive element. 

Proof. By applying Lemma (1-4) to the lexico inequality system (7-2), we 
obtain the desired result. 

(7-12) Theorem: For each ( W, X, Y)EN(H), deg (W, X, Y)=O, 1 or 2. More pre
cisely, deg(W,X, Y)=1 or 2 if (a) occurs, and deg(W,X, Y)=2 if (c) or (d) 
occurs. 

Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from Lemmas (7 -6) and (7 -7). 
Suppose that L(~)E((W, X, Y) for some ~E2o. For K=L(~), a unique solution 
[2(~)(~Er(W), f-li(iE!(X)), v1(jE](Y))] of the linear equation (7-11) has at least one 
positive element. In fact, the (a+1)-th row of (7-11) turns out to be ~ 2(~)=1; 

eEr( W) 

hence, at least one 2(~) is positive. Therefore, by Lemma (7-10), there is a 
(W, X, Y)EN(H) which is adjacent to ( W, X, Y) and uses L(~). In the case (a), 
'( W, X, Y) has one L(~) for some ~EEo. Hence, by the above argument, we see 
deg (W, X, Y)~l. While, in the case (c) or (d), ((W, X, Y) consists of L(~ 1 ) and 
L(e) for some distinct e, ~2 E20 , so that deg (W, X, Y)=2. Q.E.D. 

§8. A computational method based on LEMKE's method 

By Theorem (7-12), we have shown that the graph Hsatisfies Condition (3-3-b). 
In order to apply Iteration procedure (3-2) to H, we must find a node ( W, X, Y)EN(H) 
such that deg (W, X, Y)=O or 1. By the construction of W0(~) (~E80 ), we see 

(8-1) - .4 </'t(~) W0(~)=F and I: W0(~)=G 
>E"'o eEBo 

Since dE R! satisfies (7 -1), there is an X~. 2:0 such that 

H+ I: h(¢t(~))W 0(~)+dX~.2:0 
eEBo 

15 
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and that 

Xo.2:X~. if H+ 2:: h(¢1(~))TV 0(~)+dX0.2:0 and X 0.2:0. 
eEBo 

By defining 

X~.=O for i=1, 2, · · ·, p, and Y 0 =H+ 2:: h(cjJ 1 (~)) W 0(~)+dX~., 
eEBo 

then ( W 0
, X 0

, Y 0)EN(H). 

(8-2) Lemma: ( W 0
, X 0

, Y 0 )EN(H) satisfies either (7-5-a) or (7-5-b). If it satisfies 
the former than deg (( W 0

, X 0
, Y 0)=1, and if the latter, deg ( W 0

, X 0
, Y 0)=0 or 1. 

Prooj: The first part of the lemma is trivial from -r( W 0
) =a0 ELI". Suppose that 

(W 0,X 0
, Y 0

) satisfies (7-5-a). Then l(X 0)=¢,](Y 0)={1,2, · · ·,{3} and ((W 0,X0
, Y 0)= 

{Mo}U{L(~):{-r(W 0),~}EEa- 1 }. For K=M. 0 (7-11) becomes 

which implies A(~)=O (~E-r(W 0 )) and liJ= -di (j=1, 2, .. ·, p). By Lemma (7-10), there 
is no (W, X, Y)EN(H) which is adjacent to ( W 0

, X 0
, Y 0

) and uses M. 0 • Hence 
deg ( W 0

, X 0
, Y0

);:::: 1. On the other hand, by Theorem (7 -12), we have deg ( W 0
, X 0

, Y 0
) 

:=:::1. Therefore, deg (W 0
, X 0

, Y 0)=1. 
Now we consider the case that (W 0

, X 0
, Y 0

) satisfies (7-5-b). Then we see that 
for some i*=t=O, 

l(X 0
) = {0}, ]( Y 0

) = {1, 2, · · ·, j5}- {i*}, 

((W 0
, X 0

, Y 0)={M.i., N.i•}. 

By letting K = N.i., (7 -11) becomes 

2:: A(~)L(~)+ 2:: l.iiN·i+floMo=N.i•· 
oEr( WO) j"ei* 

(A(~) =0 (~Er-( W 0
)), flo= -1/di•, l.ij=- di/di* (j =t'=i*)] is the solution of the above system. 

By Lemma (7-10), there is no (W, X, Y)EN(H) which is adjacent to ( W 0
, X 0

, Y 0
) 

and uses N.i•· Hence deg (W 0
, X 0

, Y 0);:::=1. Q.E.D. 

Consequently Iteration procedure (3-2) can be uniquely applied to the graph H. 
That is, the following algorithm can be executed. 

(8-3) Algorithm: 
( i) Let P=1 and (W\ XI, Y 1)=(W 0

, X 0
, Y 0

). 

(ii) If (WP,XP, YP) satisfies (7-5-a) then find ~E30 such that {r-(WP),~}ESa+h com
pute L(~) and let K=L(~). Otherwise, let K=M·i•· 

(iii) If there is a basic solution (W, X, Y) of (7-2) which uses K and a subset of 
Y;'(WP,XP, YP), let (WPt1,XP 1 \ YP 11 )=(W,X,Y) and increase p by 1. Other
wise stop. 

(iv) Let K=(( WP, XP, YP)-r;( WP-I, XP- 1
, YP- 1

). When K=L(~) for some ~ES0 , 

find such a ~EEo and compute L(~). Return to (iii). 
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This is another computational method which we propose in this thesis. As the 
result of the execution of the algorithm, we obtain a finite or infinite sequence 
{( WP, XP, YP)} of distinct complementary basic solutions of (7-2). Each ( WP, XP, YP) 
satisfies 

(8-4) I: WP(~)=G, 
~Er( WP) 

{3 

YP= I: WP(~)h(¢1(~))+ I: A.iXf.+dXf.+H, 
~Er( WP) i=a+l 

X~.=O or Y~.=O (i=1,2, ···,(3). 

By defining, for P=1, 2, · · · 

xf=X~, 
(8-5) 

we further obtain, for P=1, 2, · · · 

yP = I; wP(~)f((¢1(~), XaPi 1, • • ·, xf)) +dxoP~O, 
~Er( WP) 

(8-6) 

I; wP(~) = 1, wP(~)~O (~Er( WP)), 
~Er(WP) 

xf=O or yf=O (i = 1, 2, ... '(3), 

The union U {(1-t)(xf, xP)+t(xf+1, xP+- 1
): O~t~1} is said to be a path. 

§9 Unbounded paths 

When f is linear, by taking a =0, we see that Algorithm (8-3) coincides with 
LEMKE's method for the linear CP. In such a case Algorithm (8-3) terminates in 
a finite number of steps, and the path is always bounded. When f is not linear, 
however, the algorithm does not necessarily terminate. In this section we deal 
with the case that the algorithm continues infinitely. Let {( WP, XP, YP)} be an 
infinite sequence, generated by the algorithm, of distinct complementary basic 
solutions of (7-2). 

(9-1) Lemma: If r(WP)ELI for P=1,2, ···, then Xf.>O for P=1,2, ··· and the 
sequence {(xf, xf, · · ·, x~)} is unbounded. 
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Proof. If X~. =0 then r( W 2)$L1, which is a contradiction. Assume that X f. =0 
for some P> 1. Then ( WP, XP, YP) satisfies one of (a), (d) and (e) of Lemma (7 -5). 
It follows from r(WP)EJ that (d) and (e) can not occur. While, by Lemma (7-7), 
(a) implies either r( WP- 1)$L1 or r( WP ' 1)$L1. Hence we also obtain a contradiction. 
Thus Xf.>O for P=1, 2, · · ·. 

Assume now that {(xf, xr, ... 'X~)} is bounded. Then there is a bounded set 
UcR" such that co{r(WP)}cUx{O} for P=1,2, ···. By Condition (2-1-c), we can 
find a subsequence {r( WPr): r= 1, 2, ···}and a simplex a*ES such that a* =r( WPr) for 
r= 1, 2, · · ·. ( lVPr, XPr, YPr) (r= 1, 2, · · ·) are distinct basic solutions of L: L(;) W(;) + 

eE"* 

MX+NY=Q. But, since the number of variable vectors of the above system is 
finite, the system has at most a finite number of distinct basic solutions. This is 
a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

(9-2) Lemma: If the sequence {(xf, xf, · · ·, x,.P)} is bounded, then so is the sequence 
{xP}. 

Proof. We shall assume that {(xf, xr, ... 'X~)} is bounded and that {xP} is un
bounded, and exhibit a contradiction. We assume that {xf} is a unbounded sequence. 
By taking an appropriate subsequence {( WPr, XPr, YPr): r= 1, 2, · · · }, we obtain that 
lim x~r= +oo, {j3}cl(XPr) =l*(r=1, 2, · · · ), ]( YPr) = ]*(r= 1, 2, ·· ·) and lim (xfr, xfr, · · ·x~r) 
~= r~ 

=(x~, x~, · · ·, x~) for some l*c {0, 1, · · ·, p},]*c {1, 2, · · ·, p} and (x~, x~, · · ·, x~)ER". 
Hence for r= 1, 2, · · · 

I: M.ixfr + I: M.iy1Jr=Q. 1 - I: L(;)wPr(;). 
iEl* jEJ* eET( WPr) 

The right term of the above system converges to 

0 C) 
+ ER(at-ltfi)xl 

1 -1 

b h(xt, · · ·, x~) 

Since {M.i(iEl*), N . .i(jE]*)} forms a linearly independent subset of Rc"" l+.S)x\ the 
sequence {xfr (iEl*), yljr (jE]*)} must converge. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

Let S* be the set of all cluster points of the sequence {xP}. By the above lemma, 
if the sequence {(xf, xf, · · ·, x~)} is bounded then S* is a nonempty compact set. 

(9-3) Theorem: If S* is nonempty, S* is a closed subset of R·! and every x*ES* 
is a solution of the CP. 

Proof. Clearly S* is a closed subset of R!. Let x*ES*; for simplicity, we 
assume that the sequence {xP} itself converges to x*. Then {(¢1(r( WP))} is contained 
in some bounded set UERfi. By Condition (2-1-c), lim min ¢2(r(WP))= +oo. Hence, 

p-oo 

by Condition (2-3-b), lim diam ¢1(r( WP)) =0. We also see that xr. =0 for every 
p->oo 

P~P* and some P*. Now we take the limit of (8-6) as P~+oo. Then we get 
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x*~O, y*=f(x*)~O and (x*, y*)=O for some y*ER~; 

x* is a solution of the CP. Q.E.D. 

§10. Unbounded rays 

This section is concerned with the case that Algorithm (8-3) terminates in a 
finite number of steps. Let {( WP, XP, YP): P= 1, 2, · · ·, r} be the sequence generated 
by the algorithm. Then deg (WP, XP, YP)=O or 1 (see Lemma (3-4)). By Theorem 
(7-12), (Wr, xr, yr) satisfies one of the three cases (a), (b) and (e) of Lemma (7-5). 

(10-1) Lemma: Suppose that ( wr, xr, yr) satisfies (7 -5-a). Then r> 1 and there 
is a nonzero (llxo, Llx, Lly)ER1+ 2 ~ such that 

( i ) 

( ii ) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( v) 

(i=1,2, .. ·,a), 

~ 

Lly= I: A.iLixi+dLlxo 
i=a+l 

(i = 1, 2, ... '{3), 

(i=1, 2, .. ·, (3), 

(i=1,2, ···,(3), 

and Llxo >0. Furthermore, if, in addition, d>O then we can take Llx=FO. 

Proof. Let ((Wr, xr, yr)={Mo, L(~)}. By Theorem (7-12) and its proof, there 
is a basic solution ( W, X, Y)EN(H) of (7-2) which is adjacent to ( Wr, xr, yr) and 
uses L(~). Since deg ( wr, Xr, yr) = 1, there is no basic solution ( W, X, Y)EN(H) of 
(7-2) which is adjacent to ( wr, xr, yr) and uses M 0 • By Lemma (7-10), the linear 
equation 

2: A(.;)L(.;)+ 2: piMi+ 2: 'VjN.j=M.o 
~Er(Wr) iEI(Xr) jEJ(Yr) 

has a unique nonpositive solution [A(.;) (~Er( Wr)), fli (iE!(Xr)), 'Vj (jE](Yr))]. It follows 
from the (a+ 1)-th row of the above system that A(.;) =0 (.;Er( Wr)), pi=O(iEl(Xr) n 
{1, 2, .. ·,a}). Let 

L1xo=1, 

(i$l(Xr), i =FO), 

(iEl(Xr), 

(j$]( yr)), 

(jE]( yr)). 

Then we get the relations (i)-(v) and Llxo >0. 
In order to prove the last part of the lemma, we assume that d>O and Llx=O. 
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Then, by (ii), Lly >0. Hence, by (iv), Xj. =O(j = 1, 2, · · ·, (3), which implies ( W', xr, yr) 
=( W 0

, Y 0
, Y 0

). Consequently, by Lemma (3-4), we see deg ( wr, xr, yr)=O. This 
contradicts deg (Wr, xr, yr)=l. Q.E.D. 

By the similar argument as the above proof we obtain the following two lemmas. 

(10-2) Lemma: If ( wr. Xr, Yr) satisfies (7 -5-b), there is a nonzero (Llx0 , Llx, Lly) 
ER1 

· 
2

r> satisfying (i)-(v) of Lemma (10-1). If, in addition, r= 1 or d>O, then a 
nonzero Jx can be chosen. 

(10-3) Lemma: If (Wr. xr, yr) satisfies (7-5-e), then r>1 and there is a (Llx0 , 

Llx, L1y)ER11
-
2 f' which satisfies L1x0 =0, Llx*O and (i)-(v) of Lemma (10-1). 

If (Llxo, Llx, L1y)ER1+ 2f' satisfies (i)-(v) then for all sER, 

(Vi) Xr+SdX= :E Wr(~){(¢I(~),x:,J, ••·,Xfo)+sLJx}, 
'Er( WT) 

(vii) :E wr(~)=1, wr(~);=:;O (~E;:-(Wr)), 
'Er(WT) 

(viii) yr+sLly= :E wr(~)f((</h(~).x:!, ···,xfi)+sL1x)+d(x~+sL1xo), 
~Er( WT) 

( X ) diam {(¢!(~). x:+J, ... I xfi) +sLlx: ~Er( wr)} < s*. 

Consequently, the above lemmas can be summarized in the following theorem. 

(10-4) Theorem: There is a nonzero (Llx0 , Llx, Jy)ERH 2!3 which satisfies (i)-(x). If 
r= 1 or d>O, a nonzero Llx can be chosen. 

Especially, Theorem (10-4) implies that if we take d>O and a= 19 then Algorithm 
(8-3) continues infinitely. 

§11. The convergence of approximate solutions 

In this section, we impose Condition (5-1) on the function f, and show that 
the set S* of all cluster points of the sequence {xP} is nonempty and compact. In 
other words, Algorithm (8-3) computes approximate solutions of the CP which 
satisfy the same condition that is assumed when Algorithm (6-1) is applied to the 
CP. 

(11-1) Lemma: There is an s*>O such that if CcR!3,CnB~¢ and diamC<s* 
then <x-x',d)<O and (x-x',f(x"))<O for some xER! and any x',x"EC. 

Proof. Let xEB. By Condition (5-1), there is an xER! for which <x-x, d)<O 
and (x-x,f(x))<O. Since f is continuous, there is an s>O such that <x-x', d)<O 
and <x-x',f(x"))<O for any x',x"EB,(x). By applying Borel-Lebesgue theorem in 
the same manner as in the proof of Lemma (5-3), we get the desired result. 

Q.E.D. 
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(11-2) Theorem: If the simplicial subdivision B of Ra x (0, oo) satisfies Condition 
(2-3) for the s* > 0 whose existence is ensured by the above lemma, then 
(a) the sequence {( WP, XP, YP)} is infinite, 
(b) xPEDp+ for P=1, 2, · · ·, where pf-=max {<x, d): xEB}. 

Proof. (a) We assume that Algorithm (8-3) generates only a finite sequence 
{( WP, XP, YP): P= 1, 2, · · ·, r}, and exhibit a contradiction. By Theorem (10-4), there 

is a (ilx0,ilx,ily)ER1
'

2fl satisfying (vi)-(x) and ilx=;t=O. Let T=[:9: {coxP,xP 11}J 
U {xr +tilx: t~O}. Then T is a unbounded closed connected subset of R! which 
contains the origin. Hence T intersects B. First we consider the case that 

xE[:9: {coxP,xPtl}JnB for some xER!. Then we can find a positive integer p* 

and a nonnegative number AE[O, 1] such that x=(1-A)xP*+AxP*" 1
• By letting 

y = (1- A)yP* + AyP*+l and x 0 = (1- A)xf + AxP* f-\ 

then we see 

(11-3) 

I: w(~)=1, (~Er(W )), 
~Ec(W) 

<x, 11)=0 and diam {(¢t(~), x,+I. · · ·, xfJ): ~Er(W )}<s*. 

By Lemma (11-1), there is an XERfl such that for any e.e'Er(W) 

(11-4) 
<x-(¢l(e),xa,!, · · ·,xfJ),d)<O, 

<x-(¢t(e), Xa+h · · ·, xfJ),f((¢t(~"), Xa+t, · · ·, XfJ)))<O, 

It follows from (11-3) and (11-4) that 

o~<x, Y) 

=<x-x, Y) 

=( I:_ w(e){x-(¢I(e), xa+!, · · ·, xfJ)}, 
e'ET(W) 

I:_ w(~"){f((¢t(~"), X a+ 1. • • ·, XfJ)) +dxo}) 
e"ET(W) 

= I:_ w(e){<x-(¢t(e), xa+!, · · ·, xfJ), dxo) 
e'ET(W) 

+(x-(¢t(e), Xa+b · · ·, xfJ), l:_ w(~")f((¢t(~"), Xa+I. · · ·, XfJ)))} <0. 
e"ET(W) 
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Thisisacontradiction. Now suppose that xE{xr+t.dx:t~O}nB. Let xo=x~+t*Lixo, 
tJ=yr +t*.dy, TV(~)= wr(~) (~EEo) and iJJ(~)=wr(~) (~EBo), where t* is a nonnegative 
number such that x=xr +t*.dx. Then we have (11-3), from which a contradiction 
follows in the same manner as above. 

q ~~ 1 

(b) Assume that xq$Dp 1 • Then the close connected set n [co {xP, xP' 1
}] and 

p=l 

the set B have a common point x. Hence we have a contradiction by the same 
argument as above, too. Q.E.D. 

The theorem implies that the set S* of all cluster points of {xP} is nonempty 
and compact. Therefore, by Theorem (9-3), S* is a subset of solutions of the CP. 

The above discussion has not supply any information regarding the convergence 
rate of the approximate solutions. We now give a brief theoretical consideration 
of it; the accuracy of approximate solutions xv is evaluated in terms of diam (/h(T(( WP)). 
Suppose that the sequence {xP} converges to an exact solution x of the CP. Then 
lim diam </'I(T( WP))=O and lim min ¢ 2(T( WP))= +oo. It follows from lim min ¢z(T( WP)) 
p ~·oo p-oo p-·oo 

= +oo that there is a positive integer r for which (h(,(WP))>O if P~r. Let P>r 
be fixed. Then xr=O; hence we have 

yP = I: wP(~)f((¢~(~), x~+~> • • ·, xf)) 
eEr(WP) 

,R 

= I: wP(~)h(¢~(~)) + I: A.ixf+b=?O. 
eEr( WP) i=,d~J 

We also see, for each ~ET( WP) and k=l, 2, · · ·, 13, 

fi 
fk(xP) = hk(xf, · · ·, x~) + I: Akixf + bk 

i=a+l 

Thus we obtain 

fk(xP)=yC+ I: wP(~){hk(xf, · · ·, x~)-hk(</•1(~))} 
{Et(WP) 

(11-5) 
~ I: wP(~){hk(xf, · · ·,x~)-hk(¢1(~))} 

eEr(WP) 

and 

(11-6) fk(xP)= I: wP(~){hk(xf, · · ·,x~)-hk(¢1(~))} if xC>O. 
{Er(WP) 

The term I: wP(~){hk(xf, · · ·, x~)- hk(¢1(~))} is approximately zero if the diameter 
eEr(WP) 

of cjJJ(T( WP)) is sufficiently small. If f is twice continuously differentiable, the term 
satisfies the following relation. 

I: wP(~){hk(xf, · · ·, x~)- hk(¢1(~))} 
eEr(WP) 
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where pk=max {Llzl7 2hk(xl> · · ·, Xa}.1z1
': (x1, · · ·, x .. )EDr,, Llz=(..:1zl, · · ·, .dza), llzll = 1}. 

Therefore, we see, for k = 1, 2, · · ·, 

(11-7) 
if Xk>O 

Chap. 4. Applications 

(from (11-5)), 

(from (11-6)). 

This chapter which consists of §12, §13, §14 and §15, is devoted to applications 
of Algorithm (8-3). In §12 Algorithm (8-3) is used to prove EAvEs's basic theorem 
of the CP (Theorem (4-4)). In §13, it is shown that the BROUWER fixed point 
problem can be converted into the nonlinear CP which satisfies Condition (5-1). 
In §14 we deal with a certain type of the nonlinear CP for which Algorithm (8-3) 
can be applied to compute approximate solutions. Problems of finding equilibria 
of n-person noncooperative games, which include a mathematical programming 
problem as a special case, can be reduced to the above nonlinear CP. In §15 we 
consider balanced cooperative games without sidepayments; the method for finding 
a point of the core of the game is given. 

§12. A semi-constructive proof of EA YEs's basic theorem 

In what follows we prove EAvEs's basic theorem of the CP (Theorem (4-4)) by 
using Algorithm (8-3). Let {sk} be an infinite sequence of positive numbers such 
that lim sk =0. Corresponding to each s\ let Sk be a simplicial subdivision Rf3 x [0, CX)) 

k·~oo 

such that diam¢1Ca)<sk for all aEEk. By using the function h(·)=f(·), the simpli-
cial subdivision Ek and d>O, we construct the graph Hk (k=1, 2, · · · ), where we 
take a=p. Apply Algorithm (8-3) to each Hk. Then we obtain an infinite sequence 
{(kWP,kXP,kYP):P=1,2, ···}of N(Hk) (see the final remark of §10). Define, for 
P=1, 2, · · · and k=l, 2, · · ·, 

kwP(~) =k WP(~). 1 (~EE~) and 

l{kxP:P=1,2, ···} if (A):r(kWP)ELik (P=1,2, ···), 
Tk-

{kxP :P=1, 2, · · ·,P*(k)} if (B): r(kWP)ELJk (P=1, 2, · · ·,P*(k)) 

Then, for each k=1, 2, · · ·, 

kxf*<kl=O if (B), 
(12-1) 

Tk is unbounded if (A), 
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for P=1, 2, · · ·. 

Furthermore, for each k = 1, 2, · · ·, we define the function gk( ·) : Rf3---+ Rf3 as follows: 

gk(x)= ~w(~)·f(</'r(~)) 
EEa 

if x= ~w(~)1,~(~), ~w(~)=1, w(~):::;O (~Ea) and aELl\ 
<Ea eEa 

where .1k={aEBk:acR"x{O}}. Then we see, for k=1,2, ···and P=1,2, · ··, 

(12-2) 

(12-3) 

(12-4) 

Let Too be the set of all z such that zq---+z as q---+co where zqE Tk<ql and k(q)---+co 

as q---+co. Now we shall show that Too or its connected component containing the 
origin satisfies (a) and (b) of Theorem (4-4). Let xE T 00

• If x=O then trivially 
xEr(x;O). Suppose that x::;t=O. Then there is an infinitesequence{zqER"}suchthat 
zq---+x as q---+co where O::;t=zq=k<q)xP<q)ETk<q) for some k(q) and p(q), and k(q)---+co as 
q---+co. It follows from (12-3) and (12-4) that 

<k<q) xP<q) gk<q)(k<q) xP<Ql)) 
k(q) xP(Q) = -----~-------- :::o: 0 

o <k<q) xP<Q)' d) - for q=1, 2, · · ·. 

Hence we obtain, for some x0 ER, 

-1· k<q) vcq)_- <x,f(x)) >0 
Xo- 1m X0 - < d) _ · q--oo X, 

By substituting k<q) xfCQ), k<q) xv<q) and k(q)yp<q) into (12-2), (12-3) and (12-4). and taking 
the limit of them, we see that x0 , x and y=f(x)+dx0 satisfies (4-3) for p=<d,x). 
Thus xEI'(x; p); we have shown that Too satisfies (a) of Theorem (4-4). 

In order to see the connectedness of Too, we introduce some notions. We say 
that a finite sequence {zq:q=1,2,···,n} is anschainif!lzq-zq 1ll<sforq=1,2,···, 
n-1. We say that CcR" contains an s path from a to b if there is an s chain 
{zq:q=1,2, ···,n} in C such that Jla-z1ll<s and llb-znll<s. We say that Cis 
s-connected if it contains an s path between any two points in C. The following 
theorem is due to EAvEs and SAIGAL (1972). 

(12-5) Theorem: If Ck is sk-connected, inf {Jizll: zECk};£s\ and zk---+0 as k---+co, 
then the set C" of all z such that zq---+z as q---+co where zq ECk<Q) and k(q)---+co as 
q---+co is closed, 0EC00 and either Coo is connected or each of its connected component 
is unbounded. 

Since the sequence { Tk : k = 1, 2, · · ·} satisfies the assumptions of the above theo
rem, T"" is closed, OE Too and either T"" is connected or each of its connected com
ponent is unbounded. Let S be the connected component of Too containing the 
origin. Suppose that S is bounded. Then Too itself is connected. Let p' =max 
{<x, d): xE T 00

}. Let pE [0, p 1
-]. Since Too is a compact connected subset of R" such 
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that min {(x, d): XE Too} =0 and max {(x, d): XE Too} =p c-, there is an XE Too such that 
(x,d)=p;xEF'(x;p). On the other hand, it follows from the boundedness of Too 

that TkcDr. for all k~k*, some k* and some p*~O. Hence, for each k~k*, 

and 

Let x be a cluster points of the sequence {kxp*(k): k=k*, k*+1, · · · }. Then xEl'(x; p) 
for all p~p~-. Thus S=Too satisfies (b) of Theorem (4-4). 

Finally suppose that S is unbounded. In this case, for each p~O, there is an 
xES such that (x,d)=p;xET'(x;p) Hence S satisfies (b) of Theorem (4-4). 

§13. The BROUWER fixed point problem 

Let D= { xER!: f xi;::: 1}, and g be a continuous function from D into itself. 

Then the following BROUWER fixed point theorem holds. 

(13-1) Theorem: There exists a fixed point of g, a point xED such that g(x) =x. 

As stated in Introduction, there are some computational methods (SCARF (1967-
b)), KuHN (1968) and EAVES (1970 and 1972-b) which caluculate approximate fixed 
point of g. Here we demonstrate that the problem of finding a fixed point of g 

can be reduced to the CP. Define 

(13-2) for each xER~. 

Then x is a fixed point of g if and only if it is a solution of the CP with the 

function f just defined. Let B= { xER!: it
1 

Xi=2(3 }· Then it is easily shown that 

for each xEB (x,f(x))>O. Hence f(·) satisfies Condition (5-1). This implies that 
Algorithm (6-1) as well as Algorithm (8-3) computes approximate fixed points of g. 

§14. Mathematical programming problems and n-person noncooperative games 

Let N={1, 2, · · ·, n} denote the set of players, and for each iEN, Z(i) the set of 
strategies available to the player i For each iEN, let Oi(z\ · · ·, zn) denote the pay
off of the player i when the players j (j = 1, 2, · · ·, n) take zi EZ(j) (j = 1, 2, · · ·, n) 
as their strategies, respectively. We assume the following condition: 

(14-1) Condition: For each i, the following (i)-(iv) hold: 
(i) Z(i) is a compact convex set of the form {ziER~(i)xl:Bizi+ci~O and zi:;;;O} 

II 

(\ii) Oi(z1 
'· • • ·, zn) is continuous on R", where a= I: a(i). 

i=l 
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(iii) Oi(Z 1
, • • ·, zn) is concave with respect to ziERaci). 

(iv) fMz 1
, • • ·, zn) is continuously differentiable with respect to ziERaci). 

(14-2) Problem: Find a (z\ · · ·, zn)EZ(1) x · · · x Z(n) such that for each i 

(14-3) tpax fli(Z1, .. ·, zi-I, zi, zi I, .. ·, zn)=O(z1, .. ·, zi-I, zi, zi 1, •• ·, zl!) 
z'EZ(i) 

A solution to the above problem is said to be an equilibrium of the n-person 
noncooperative game. The existence of an equilibrium was proved by NAsH (1951). 
It is obvious that Problem (14-2) includes a concave maximization problem and a 
saddl('-point problem as special cases. The above formulation of the n-person game 
includes that of RosENMOLLER (1971), WILSON (1971) and HowsoN (1972). EAVES 
(1972-a) showed that equilibria can be computed by the fixed point algorithm de
veloped in (1972-b). In this section, we show that Problem (14-2) can be reduced 
to a certain type of the CP to which we apply Algorithm (8-3). 

By KuHN and TucKER (1951), ziEZ(i) satisfies (14-3) if and only if 

for some uiE Rmci)' 1, where 

Let 

n 

uOi(z1, ... ,zi-I,zi,zi ~ • ... ,zn) ------ ----TJ-zr- ------ ·· -
£7ioi(z1, .. . , 2~~)= ER"(i) .} 

()Oi(z1, .. ·, zi -I, zi, zi ~ •.. ·, zn) ---- --az~~i) - -- - -- z' = zi 

lB
1 0] 

B= • • ·. ER1/I.a 

0 B 11 

and u= ~~
1

]ERnt.·I, 
lun 

where m= I: m(i). Then z is an equilibrium if and only if for some u (z, u) is a 
i=l 

solution to the following complementarity problem: 

(14-4) Problem: Find a (z, u)ER" I m such that 

(z, il)<~O. <jJ(z)-BTz£~0, Bz+c ';0 

(z, ¢(z)-JJ7'zt)=O and (tt, Bz+c)=O. 
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We assume without loss of generality that c~O; in fact, an appropriate linear 
transformation provides such a situation. Let 

71!)·.1 for each (x1, · · ·, x,.)ER", 

(i=cr+1, .. ·, p), 

and 

;3=a+m 

By using these h( ·) : R"---+ R'', A.i (i =a+ 1, · · ·, p), b and d, we construct the lexica 
inequality system (7-2) and apply Algorithm (8-3) to it. Then we obtain a sequence 
{(WP, XP, YP)} of distinct complementary basic solution of (7-2). 

(14-5) Lemma: {( WP, XP, YP)} is an infinite sequence. 

Proof. Assume that Algorithm (8-3) generates only a finite sequence 
{( WP, XP, YP): P= 1, 2, · · ·, r}. Then, by Theorem (10-4), there is a nonzero 
(Jx0 , Jx, Jy)ER1 1 2fl which satisfies (i)-(x) of §10, and Jx=FO if ( Wr, Xr, yr)= 
( W 0

, X 0
, Y0

). Let 

l x:,1.] 
0 = : r E R" (" 1 ,iJ' 

x(J. 

[
Hail•] 

and C= ; ERm·:(" 1 ·,iJ. 

Hfl. 

Then ZZ:;O, 02:;0, .du::o;O, BZ +CZ:;O, zr( -BTJu+eLlxo)=O and .:JuT(BZ +C)=O. Hence 
(eTZ).Jxo+LlurC=O. It follows from Cj·>O (j=1, 2, · · ·, m) and (eTZ)Llx0 ~0 that 
Llu=O and (eTZ)Llxo=O. Since (Jxo, .dx, .:Jy) is nonzero, we see Jxo>O. Hence 
Llyj=LlxoU=1,2, .. ·,a),Xj.=0(j=1,2, "·,a), Yj.=Cj-a·>O(j=a+1, ... ,f3) and Xj. 
=0 (j=a+1, .. ·, f3). Consequently, we obtain ( Wr, xr, yr)=(W0

, X 0
, Y0

), which 
contradicts Llx=O. Q.E.D. 

Obviously, the infinite sequence {(xf, · · ·, x~): P= 1, 2, · · ·} is in the compact set 
{z: Bz+c~O. z~O}. By Lemma (9-2), the sequence {xP} is bounded. Therefore, the 
set of all cluster points of {xP} is a nonempty, compact and connected subset of 
solutions to the CP. 

§15. N-person cooperative games 

Let N = {1, 2, · · ·, n} denote the set of players, and 2N the collection of all non-
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empty subsets of N. The sets contained in the collection 2N are called coalitions. 

(15-1) Definition: An NSP game 1'={ V(S)E2,v} is a collection of closed subsets 
of Rn satisfying the following conditions: 
( i) If uE V(S), vERn and ui-:::;vi for each iES, then VE V(S). 
(ii) V({i})={uERn: ui~O} for i=1, 2, · · ·, n. 
(iii) u-;;;.a for some aERn and any uE V(N). 

(15-2) Definition: The core of an NSP game is the set C(l') = V(N)- U {into V(S)}, 
S€2/\' 

and the c·core of an NSP game the set C,(f') = V(N)- U {int, V(S)}, where into V 
SE2X 

={uERn: B,,(u)c V for some c'>c} (c-:::;0, VeRn). 

Note that C(l')cC,(F')cC,,(l') if c'-:::;c-:::;0 and that C(l')= n C(l'). Since C,(l') 
~ 0 

is compact for each c>O, C(/')=1=¢ if C,(l')=F¢ for each c>O. For a given NSP game 
1', C(l') is not necessarily nonempty. When the NSP game is balanced, however, 
ScARF (1967) proposed a combinatorial method for obtaining a point of C,(l ') ; in 
this case C(l')=F¢. The notion of the "balancedness" was extended by BrLLERA 
(1970 and 1971). He showed that if the NSP game is rr-balanced then C(l')=F</J by 
using the above ScARF's method. In this section, we shall show that, for any 
given c>O, Algorithm (8-3) can be used for caluculating a point of the c·core of a 
rr-balanced NSP game. One defect of ScARF's method is that the storage space 
required to compute points of C.(!') increases infinitely as c approaches zero. 
While, the storage space used by our method is independent of c. 

First we describe the notion of the "rr-balanceness". 

(15-3) Definition: Let c8 =(cf, · · ·,c~)TERn' 1(SE2N) be vectors satisfying there
lations 

for all SE 2s, 

c~=O for any i$S and all SE 2N, 

and 

for i = 1, 2, · · ·, n. 

A collection II E 2,v is said to be rr-balanced if there exist nonnegative n urn bers 
os(SE II) such that .L; lJ8 c8 =eN. An NSP game /' is said to be rr-balanced if n V(S) c 

SEll SE;r 

V(N) for each rr-balanced collection II. In what follows, only rr-balanced games 
will be considered. 

n 

Let m be the number of coalitions contained in 2N- U {i}, a=n and (3=n+m. 
i=l 

Let r( ·) be an arbitrary one-to-one mapping from {a+ 1, · · ·, j3} to 2N- U {i}. 
i=l 

Define lz(.). R"----+R~, A.jE RC" m) Yl(j =a+ 1, ... ',3), bE RC"! m) d and dE Rca' m) xl as follows: 

{

0 ifiE{1,2,···,rr} 

hi(u)= -1 if iE{a+1, · · ·, 15}, uE V(r(i)) and u-;;;.a+c*e 

+ 1 otherwise, 
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(i=a+1, · · ·. (3), 

Now we construct the lexica inequality system (7-2) by using them, and apply 
Algorithm (8-3) to it. Then a sequence {( WP, XP, YP)} of distinct complementary 
basic solutions of (7-2) is obtained. [wP(~)(~Er(WP)),xf,xP,yP] defined by (8-5) 
satisfies 

(15-4) 

(15-5) 

and 

(15-6) ylj= ~ hj(cpi(~))wP(~)+xf~O (i=a+1, · · ·, /5). 
eEc(WP) 

(15-7) Lemma: {( WP, XP, YP)} is an infinite sequence. 

Proof. Assume that Algorithm (8-3) generates only a finite sequence {( WP, XP, 
YP): P=1, 2, · · ·, r}. By applying Theorem (10-4) we have a nonzero (.dx0, .dx, .dy) 
ER~+Zfl such that 

(i=1,2, ···,a), 

(15-8) 
[ 

.dyl] 
: = ± ( -crU)).dxi~O, 

j=a+l 
Jya 

.dyi=.dxo (i=a+1, · · ·, {3) and 

By the definition of c8 (SE2N) and the second relation of (15-8), we see 

and .dyi=O (j=1,2, ···,a). 

Hence .dyi=.d:co>O (i=a+1, · · ·,(3), which imply 

(15-9) X~.=O (i=a+1, · · ·, {3) 

and xj=O (j=a+1, · · ·,(3). Thus, by (15-5), we have 

hence X~.=O (i=1,2, ···,a). 
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It follows from (15-9) and the above relation that ( wr, xr, yr) = ( W1
\ xo, Y 0

). In 
this case we can take nonzero Jx. But we have observed Jx=O. This is a con
tradiction. We have thereby shown that {( f'VP, XP, YP)} is infinite. Q.E.D. 

(15-10) Lemma: For P=1, 2, · · · 

¢lr(lVP))c{uERn: -c*e;£u;£a+2c*e}. 

Proof. Assume that 1Jl(r(WP))ct::{uER11
: u;?a+2c*e} for some p. Since 

diam cp 1(r( WP))<c*, 

(15-11) 

Hence, by the definition of h and (15-6), we have 

yf=1+xf>0 (i=a+1, · · ·, p), xf=O (i=a+1, · · ·, 13), 

yiJ=cJ>O (j=1,2, ···,a) and xiJ=O (j =1, 2, ···,a). 

Hence, by (15-4), 

But obviously 

0E{uER11
: u;£a+c*e}. 

The last two relations contradicts (15-11). Thus we have shown 

¢• 1 (r(WP))c{uER11
: u;£a+2c*e}. 

While (15-4) together with diam ¢ 1(r( WP)) < c* implies that 

Q.E.D. 

By condition (2-1-c) and the above lemma, we see 

lim min ¢ 2(r( WP))= +co. 
p->00 

Hence we can find a positive integer P* such that xf=O for all p~p*. From Con
dition (2-3-b) we also obtain 

(15-12) lim diam ¢ 1(r(WP))=0. 
p->oo 

Define, for P=1, 2, · · ·, 

(15-13) 

uP=(xf, ···,X~)= I: wP(~)~'•l(;)?;0, 
eEr(WP) 

uf=max {¢l(~)i: ~Er( WP)} 

uf=min {¢I(~)i: ~Er(WP)} 
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sP= !!uP-yP!!. 

Then (15-12) implies that lim sP=O. 

(15-14) Lemma: yPE V(N) for each p~p*. 

Proof. By the definition of the rr-balanced game, it is sufficient to show that 
yPE V(S) of all SEI! and some rr-balanced collection//. Let l/1={i: yf>O and 1;?;i;?;a} 

and II z={r(j): xj>O and a+ 1 ;?;j ;?;p}. From (15-5) we see that ll1 U llz forms a 
rr-balanced collection. If iElll then xf=O; hence yPE V({i}). Suppose that rU)Ellz. 
Then yj= L; hj((/JI(~))wP(~)=O. By the construction of hj(u), there is a ~E-r(WP) 

~Er(WP) 

for which (/h(~)E V(r(j)) and ¢1(~);?;a+s*e. But yP;?;¢1 (~). Hence yPE V(r(j)) (see 
(15-1-i). Thus we have shown yPE V(S) for all SElLUllz. Q.E.D. 

(15-15) Lemma: If P~P* then 

uP$int V(S) for all SE2N. 

Proof. Since 1-:iP ~uP~ 0, i£P$int V( {i}) for i = 1, 2, · · ·, n. While, corresponding 
n 

to each SE2N- U {i}, there is a jE{a+1, · · ·, p} such that S=r(j). It follows from 
i=l 

(15-6), xf=O and the construction of h( ·) that hi(¢J1(~)) = 1 for some ~E-r( WP). From 
Lemma (15-14) and (15-13) we see ¢1(~);?;a+s*e. Thus ¢h(~)$ V(r(j)), which implies 
uP$ V(r(j) ). Q.E.D. 

We have thereby shown the following theorem and its corollary. 

(15-16) Theorem: uPEC,p(r) for all p~p*. 

(15-16) Corollary: C(l')=t-cjJ. 

Chap. 5. Concluding discussion 

In this chapter we compare five algorithms for solving the nonlinear CP, the 
algorithm given in Chap. 2, the algorithm given in Chap. 3, the algorithm developed 
by SEKINE, NrsHINO and the author (1973), the algorithm developed by FISHER and 
GouLD (1973), and the algorithm developed by GALCIA (1973). This part consists 
of §16 and §17. In §16 we consider the effective range of the algorithms. In 
§17 we examine the computational efficiency of the algorithms. 

§16. On the effective range of the algorithm 

Suppose that each aEB has a sufficiently small diameter. Algorithm (8-3) 
generates a sequence of adjacent simplices such that a point x of the convex hull 
of each simplex satisfies 

(16-1) xo~O, x~O,f(x)+dxo~O and (x,f(x)+dxo)~O for some xo E R, 
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where "c~O" indicates "c is approximately zero", While, Algorithm (6-I) gener
ates a sequence of adjacent simplices such that a point x of the convex hull of each 
simplices is an approximate fixed point of /'( ·; p) which was defined by (4-2). x 
also satisfies (I6-I). In order for the function /'( ·; p) to be defined consistently, 
however, we took dERfJ a positive vector. This fact limits the effective range of 
Algorithm (6-I). On the other hand, Algorithm (8-3) requires merely that dER'' 
satisfies (7-I), but not the positivity of d. In fact, when we used Algorithm (8-3) 
in §I4 and §I5, we did not take positive d. Therefore, we conclude that the class 
of the complementarity problems for which Algorithm (8-3) is applicable contains 
that for which Algorithm (6-I) is applicable. 

In the following discussion, the computational methods developed by FISHER 
and GouLD (I973) and by GARCIA (I973) are denoted by Algorithm F -G and Algo
rithm G, respectively. Algorithm F -G works roughly as follows. First, a labeling 
function L(·):RfJ~{I,2, .. ·,p+I} is introduced. 

(I6-2) L(x)= 

1S+I if x>O and f(x)~O. 

; if x>O,f(x)lO, and j such that fj(x)=minfi(x) (take 
i 

the least such j in the case of ties.) 

j if x:~>O, and j such that xi>O for i=I, 2, · · ·,j-I 
and Xj=O 

Second, R! is triangulated by a simplicial subdivision such that there is a unique 
boundary (p -I)-simplex with labels I through 19; the simplex is called (19 +I)-almost 
completely labeled boundary set. Then, begining with the unique (p +I)-almost 
completely labeled boundary set, a complementary pivoting method generates a 
sequence of distinct adjacent p-simpleces such that each intersecting (p -I)-simplex 
of successive p-simplices possesses all labeles except p + 1. The algorithm terminates 
when and only when it produces a fully labeled p-simplex. Each point of the convex 
hull of any fully labeled simplex is an approximate solution of the CP. FISHER 
and GouLD provided the following sufficient condition under which the algorithm 
terminates in a finite number of steps. 

(I6-3) Condition: There is a compact set B in Rf3- {0} such that xE B implies 
(x,f(x)) >0 and such that B separates the origin from oo. 

The above condition is stronger than Condition (5-I). If we make a slight 
modification, however, the algorithm can be used to compute approximate solutions 
of the CP which merely satisfies Condition (5-I). Define L( ·): RfJ~{I, 2, · · ·, p +I} by 

L(x)= 

19+I if x>O,f(x)~O 

j 

j 

if x>O,f(x)lO, and j such that fj(x)/dj=minfi(x)jdi, 
i 

(take the least such j i:1 case of ties) 

if x:~>O, and j such that x.i>O for i=I, 2, · · ·,j-I and 
Xj=O, 
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instead of by (16-2), where d is a positive vector of R~. If the mesh of the tri
angulation is sufficiently small, a point x of the convex hull of each p-simplex 
generated by the algorithm satisfies (16-1). If the algorithm continues infinitely, 
we can find a point :Y:E B in the convex hull of a generated simplex. By Condition 
(5-1), there is an xER! such that <x-x, d)<O and <x-x,f(x))< -o, where a is a 
positive number which only depends on the function f and the shape of the set B. 
It follows that 

0 ~ (x, f(x) + dxo) 

~<x-x,f(x)+dxo) 

=<x-x,f(x)>+<x-x, d)xo 

<-a. 

This is a contradiction. Hence the algorithm terminates in finite number of steps 
and generates an approximate solution of the CP. 

Algorithm G generates a sequence of distinct adjacent simplices such that a 
point x of the convex hull of each simplex satisfies (16-1), too. Therefore, the 
effective range of his algorithm also covers the CP satisfying Condition (5-l). The 
following condition is assumed in GARCIA (1973). 

(16-4) Condition: There is a compact nonempty set C in RfJ such that for each 
xERf3-C, there is an xEC such that (x-x,f(x))~O. 

The above condition is similar in nature to Condition (5-1). Note that both 
conditions are stronger than that of Corollary ( 4-6). 

§17. On the computational efficiency of the algorithms 

First we give a small numerical example. We consider the CP with f( ·): R4 -+R4 

of the form 

f3(x) = 3xi + X1Xz + 2x~ + 2x3 + 3x4 -1, 

The unique solution of the problem is 

i:l=O, 
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For each approximate solution x of the CP define 

4 

ACC(x) = 2: ;;i(x), 
i~l 

where 

~ flii(x)l 
oi(x) = ·l 

-min {O,fi(x)} if Xi=O. 

Then ACC(x) represents an accuracy of the approximation. As stated in Introduc
tion, Algorithm (8-3) is based on the algorithm developed by SEKINE, NrsHINO and 
the author (1973). Computer programs in FORTRAN IV were writen by the author 
for Algorithm (6-1), Algorithm (8-3) and their algorithm. In each execution of the 
algorithms, the iteration was stopped when an approximate solution x such that 
ACC(x);:;;0.001 was computed. The programs were solved on a HITAC 8700 at 
Tokyo University Computer Center. The compile time of the programs as well as 
the time required for the computation of the test problem depends on not only the 
programs and the problem but also the situation under which the computer handles 
the programs. The following symbols are employed in Tables (17-1), (17-2), (17-3), 
(17-7) and (17-8). 

Algorithm S: The algorithm developed by SEKINE, Nrsi-IINO and the author. 
dim: the dimension of the simplicial subdivision used in the algorithm. 
r: the number of iterations. 
a0 

: initial simplex of the algorithm. 
ar : the final simplex. 
d(a): the diameter of <h(a) (in Tables (17-1), (17-3), (17-7) and (17-8), or the 

diameter of a itself (in Table (17-2)). 
to: the compile time (second) of the program. 
t1: the time (second) required for compution x. 
x: the approximate solution computed by the algorithm. 

Table 17-1. Computational results of Algorithm 6-1 (dim -==5) 

d (C/'--0) r to t1 to+t1 d(0'-1) x1 x-2 x3 
0.02828 1110 9.19 6.23 15.42 0.001925 1. 22487 0 0 
0.04243 815 5.06 4.20 9.26 0.002563 1. 22479 0 0 
0.05657 635 8.64 5.73 14.37 0.003647 1. 224 76 0 0 
0.07071 582 5.52 3.14 8.66 0.002839 1.22489 0 0 
0.08485 570 3.16 4.11 7.28 0.002969 1.22466 0 0 
0.9899 386 5.35 3.94 9.29 0.006382 1.22458 0 0 
0.11328 448 4.50 3.06 7.56 0.004146 1.22471 0 0 
0.12728 411 7.47 3.75 11.23 0.006926 1. 22484 0 0 
0.14142 816 6.83 3.76 10.59 0.002221 1.22496 0 0 
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Table 17~2. Computational results of Algorithm S (dim:=. =4) 

d(Q-0) r to t1 to+t1 d(~'r) x1 xz x3 x4 
0.04243 228 6.83 1. 94 8.77 0.05196 1.22468 0 0 0.50001 

Table 17~3. Computational results of Algorithm 8~3 (dim:=. =3) 

d (a---0) to+t1 d <rr--r) /"""' xz 
,_, ,.J 

r to t1 x1 x3 x4 

0.07071 52 7.24 0.33 7.57 0.05590 1.22474 0 0 0.50000 

0.14142 31 5.42 0.17 5.59 0.06009 1.22473 0 0 0.50000 

0.28284 28 10.39 0.39 10.78 0.05207 1. 22466 0 0 0.50000 

0.42426 34 8.07 0.40 8.47 0.04714 1.22465 0 0 0.50000 

We observe that Algorithm (dimE= 3) solves the test problem more efficiently 
than others. Now we point out three noteworthy features of Algorithm 8~3. 
(17~4) Iff: R~-Rfl has the form 

p 

h(x1, · · ·,Xa)+ I: A.iXi+b, 
i=a+l 

where h: Ra-Ra is nonlinear, Ai.eRfJ 1 (i=a+1, · · ·, 13) and beRr 1
, the 

dimension of the simplicial subdivision used in the algorithm is merely 
a+l. 

(17~5) The algorithm generates an infinite sequence of approximate solutions of 
the CP which automatically converges to exact solution of the CP. 

(17~6) In the algorithm, a solution of the CP is approximated by a point x, and 
if f is continuously twice differentiable the accuracy of the approximate 
solution x is represented by 

fi(x) >- p{d(ar)} 2 

lfi(x)i <p{d(ar)p 

ACC(x) < (3p{d(ar) }2 

(see the last part of §11). 

(i=1,2, .. ·,(3), 

These features of the algorithm directly affect the computational efficiency; they 
operates to reduce the total number of iterations required to compute an approxi
mate solution with a given accuracy. In the following, we shall show the effec
tiveness of the features more precisely. 

The test problem has a function f of the form just described in (17 ~4) ; 

rr=2, 

h1(x1, x2)=,3Xi+2xixz+2x~, 

h2(x1o xz)=2xi+x! +xi, 
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When Algorithm 8-3 was applied to the test problem before, we took a, h, A.i 
(i=3, 4) and b as above and obtained Table (17-3). In the case that we took 

a=3, 

Table (17-7) was obtained. In the case that we took 

a=4, 

Table 17-7. Computational results of Algorithm (8-3) (dim 2=4) 

d( 0'0) to t1 to+tl d <v'.r) X'i 
,..... r- -r x2 x3 x4 

0.07071 76 6.97 0.45 7.41 0.07071 1.22474 0 0 0.50000 

0.14142 44 6.47 0.81 7.28 0.07071 1.22466 0 0 0.50000 

0.28284 49 9.47 0.63 10.10 0.05774 1.22466 0 0 0.50000 

0.42426 44 8.12 0.31 8.43 0.05303 1.22466 0 0 0.50000 
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Table 17-8. Computational results of Algorithm (8-3) (dim E'=5) 

d < rr..O) t1 to+t1 d(!7"r) 
,.._ xz x-3 

,....; 

r to x1 x4 

0.07071 143 8.14 1.07 9.21 0.03536 1.22474 0 0 0.50001 

0.14142 85 5.26 0.91 6.17 0.05774 1. 22466 0 0 0.50000 

0.28284 72 9.26 0.88 10.14 0.07118 1. 22465 0 0 0.50001 

0.42426 85 8.07 0.94 9.01 0.07500 1.22464 0 0 0.50000 

Table (17 -8) was obtained. Graph (17 -9) shows the effectiveness of the feature 
(17 -4). 

In spite of the relation that the dimension of the simplicial subdivision used 
in Table (17 -2) is less than the one used in Table (17 -8), the number of the itera· 
tions in the former is greater than all the numbers of the iterations in the latter. 
We shall consider the reason why this is so. Corresponding to each simplicial 
subdivision 8 of Rf' such that sup {diam a: aES'} =s, Algorithm S computes an ap
proximate solution x such that 

I fi(X) I < flc2 

ACC(x) < ~ps2 • 

(i=1,2, .. ·,(3), 

Therefore, if we want to obtain an approximate solution with high accuracy, we 

r 
~ 

150 

100 

50 

\ 

' ' 
\__ ------------- ... 

' ~--------------

Algorithm (8-3) (dim::: =5) 

Algorithm (8-3) (dim::: =4) 

Algorithm (8-3) (dim::: =3) 

0-r-----+----~----------~----------4---~ 

0.07 0.14 0.28 0.42 

Graph 17-9. The effectiveness of the feature (17-4) 
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Figure 17-10. The effectiveness of the feature (17-5) 

must take sufficiently small s. But the smaller s we take, the more iterations are 
required to obtain an approximate solution. It seems that if s/" =s', where r; is a 
positive integer, then the number of iterations corresponding to s' is about r; times 
as large as that corresponding to s. In Algorithm 8-3, this difficulty are solved 
by the feature (17 -5). In order to illustrate this fact, we consider the CP with 
f: R 1

---). R 1 and the simplicial subdivision in Figure (17 -10). 
Suppose that x is a unique solution of the CP. Then Algorithm (8-3) gene

rates a sequence of simplices, {( 0( 1 }{( 1 ( 2 }{~ 2~ 3 }{~a~ 4 }{( 4( 5 }{(5 (6 }{(n( 7 }{~ 7 ~ 8 } to compute 
an approximate solution contained in the convex hull of the simplex {(1(8

}; the 
length of the sequence is 8. In the case that we compute an approximate solu
tion with the same accuracy by using Algorithm S, we must take a simplicial 
subdivision 3 such that diam a~diam {(1(8

} for all aEE. If we regard the line AA' 
as the x-axis, the sequence of simplices generated by the algorithm is {(0

(
1
}{(

1
(

2
}, 

••• , {~ 14 ( 15 }{( 15( 16 }; the length of the sequence is 16. The above argument explains 
the difference between the numbers of iterations in Table (17-8) and in Table (17-2). 

Algorithm (6-1) has the feature (17-5). Comparing Table (17-1) with Table 
(17-8), however, we observe that each number of the iterations in Table (17-1) is 
about ten times as large as each number of the iterations in Table (17-8). This 
inefficiency of Algorithm (6-1) is caused by the fact that it has not the feature 
(17-6). In Algorithm (6-1), a solution of the CP is approximated by the set 
co ~', 1 (ar) n R~-; we have no information which ensures that a point xEco <j1 1(ar) n R! 
better approximates a solution of the CP than other points in co ~~~~(a~") n R~. Each 
point of the set can be regarded as an approximate solution of the CP, whose 
accuracy is expressed by the relations 

fi(X) > - ).)d(ar) 

I Ji(x) I< ).)d(ar) 

ACC(x) < p).)d(ar) 
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(see the last part of §6). Therefore, with respect to the accuracy of the approximate 
solution in terms of the diameter of </h((J,.), Algorithm (6-1) is inferior to Algorithm 
(8-3). In fact, the mean d(,.(J) in Table (17-1) is 0.003735 and the one in Table 
(17-8) is 0.05982; the latter is about sixteen times as latge as ~he iormer. 

Algorithm F -G and Algorithm G have none of the features (17 -4), (17 -5) and 
(17-6). Without reference to the form of the function f, Algorithm F-G and 
Algorithm G uses simplicial subdivisions with dimensions /3 and ,3+1, respectively. 
In their algorithms a solution of the CP is approximated by a simplex (J; such ap
proximation is called simplicial approximation. In Algorithm F -G each x contained 
in the convex hull of (J satisfies 

Ji(x) > - !.1 diam a 

I Ji(x) I< !.1 diam (J 

ACC(x) < p!.i diam (J. 

While, in Algorithm G each x contained in the interior of the convex hull of a 
satisfies 

(i=1,2, ···,,3), 

ACC(x)< 13!.i diam a, 

In their algorithms, however, there are some devices which increase the com
putational efficiency. As stated in the previous section, Algorithm F -G generates 
a sequence of distinct adjacent simplices such that any point x of each simplex 
satisfies (16-1). FISHER and GouLD showed in their paper that in certain instances 
a subsequence of distinct adjacent simplices can be anticipated, and that it is pos
sible to accelate their algorithm by skipping over the anticipated sequence. In 
Algorithm G, only the nonnegative orthant of the 13-dimensional Euclidean space 
is triangulated, and adjacency of boundary simplices as well as non-boundary 
simplices is introduced consistently. The introduction of the adjacency of boundary 
simplices operate to reduce the total number of iterations. It seems that by com
bining their devices and Algorithm (8-3) we can develope more efficient algorithm. 
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